Part II
(Prepare Part II in the following format and upload in the designated field as a pdf file)
Name…………………….
Application for the post of Associate Professor/Professor in the School of ………..
1.

Educational qualifications (Graduation onwards)

Degree

Year of
passing

University/Institute

Subject

Marks/
GPA

Distinction/
First class
etc.

2. Title of the Ph.D. thesis and name of the supervisor

3. Postdoctoral experience
Duration

University/
Institute

Mentor

Fellowship*

Research area

(* details about the funding agency)
4. Employment details
Position

5. Area of Expertise

From

To

Institution

Details of pay
matrix and total
emolument

6. Five notable research achievements in five simple sentences (each point in less than
50 words).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
7. Details of externally-funded project(s) handled. Clearly indicate your role and
contribution.
Title of the
project(s)

Number of
investigator(s),
your role and
contribution

Duration and
the period

8. List of five significant research papers
No List of all
Title of the
Journal,
authors in
paper
volume
the same
page no
order as in
(from- to)
the article a,b
and year

a
b

Amount and
Funding
agency

Your
Institutional
affiliation in
the article

Impact
factor of the
journal and
citations
received for
the article

Underline your name
Indicate the corresponding author(s) with an asterisk

9. Details of patent(s) granted/filed, if any.

10. Details of Ph.D. student(s) supervised
Name of student(s)

Area of
research

(*awarded/thesis submitted/on-going)

Name of the
University/Institute

Present
status*

Your
contribution
in the paper

11. Details of project student(s) supervised with duration more than 6 months (one
semester)
Name of
student(s)

Degree*

Area of
research

Duration

Present
status**

(*BS-MS/MSc/MTech etc.; **awarded/thesis submitted/on-going)
12. Details of book(s)/book chapter(s)/monograph(s) published, if applicable.
Title of book(s)

Publisher

Year

Your role*

* (author/editor/contributor)
13. Awards and recognitions
14. Any other relevant information

All the information provided above is correct and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Place:
Date:

Signature of the Candidate

Annexure 1: A brief summary of your research contributions (a maximum of three pages
as pdf document).
Annexure 2: Attach copies of five most significant research articles as a combined pdf
document as listed in item 8.
Annexure 3: Consolidated list of all research publications in reverse chronological order.
Annexure 4: Research proposal (a maximum of three pages).
Annexure 5: Teaching proposal (a maximum of one page).

